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Direct products of affine partial linear spaces are defined and studied. Analysis of
derivable and subplane covered nets as direct product nets provides characteriza-
tions of these nets. Translation planes admitting direct product nets and construc-
tion of maximal partial spreads are also considered.  1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. Introduction
In this article, we consider the direct product of incidence structures with
parallelism which we call affine partial linear spaces. For the most part, our
applications arise from the direct product of finite nets. It is well known
that the existence of a finite net of degree k+2 and order n is equivalent
to a set of k mutually orthogonal n_n Latin squares. Furthermore, there
is a well known direct product construction of Latin squares. More
generally, there are various direct product constructions of incidence
structures used to produce interesting geometric structures and these are
collected in the book ‘‘Design Theory’’ by Beth, Jungnickel, and Lenz [1].
For example, Drake [5] used a direct product construction of a finite net
with an affine plane of suitable orders and degrees to produce a finite net
which has no transversal.
In this article, we are primarily interested in the construction of affine
partial linear spaces which contain certain affine substructures. For
example, we show that the direct product of two affine planes produces a
net which admits Baer subplanes isomorphic to the planes in question.
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In the 1960s, the second author originated the construction technique of
derivation of a finite affine plane whereby a set of Baer subplanes of a net
of order q2 and degree q+1 were replaced or redefined to be lines. There
have been various planes constructed via this technique perhaps the most
celebrated being the so-called OstromRosati planes (see Ostrom [27],
[28], and Rosati [33]) which are the first examples of finite projective
planes of LenzBarlotti classi II-1 which contain exactly one incident
point-line transitivity.
In the 1970s, various studies were made to try to understand criteria
which force an affine plane to be derivable. Most of these were coordinate
based, for example, see Lunardon [22] and Gru ndhofer [8] and some
involved assumptions on the affine plane such as the existence of a tran-
sitive translation group as, for example, in Foulser [6]. In contrast to these
studies is the work of Cofman [2] who associates a three dimensional
affine space with a one parallel class restriction of an arbitrary derivable
net in a derivable affine plane, finite or infinite. It is possible to then show
that the Baer subplanes involved in the construction process are always
Desaguesian thereby extending Prohaska [32] who had used group theory
to show the same result in finite derivable affine planes.
More recently, the first author has extended the work of Cofman so as
to completely determine the structure of a derivable net (see Johnson [14],
[15]). As suggested from the above paragraph, there is an associated three
dimensional projective space over a skewfield K and a fixed line N such
that the points, lines, Baer subplanes, and parallel classes of the derivable
net may be identified with the lines skew to N, points not on N, planes not
containing N, and planes containing N respectively. From such a corre-
spondence, it is possible to use the associated projective group which stabi-
lizes the line N as the full collineation group of the derivable net to com-
pletely determine the structure of the net. In particular, it is possible to
show that when the net is finite, there is an associated three dimensional
projective space so that the net may be defined via a regulus of this space.
More generally, De Clerck and Johnson [3] were able to use the theory
of semi-partial geometries to show the same result for subplane covered
nets. That is, a net is subplane covered if and only if there is a set of sub-
planes with the same parallel classes as the net with the property that if
two points of the net are collinear then there is a subplane of this type
which contains these two points. Using ideas from Cofman and De Clerck
and Thas [4], the first author was recently able to extend these results to
the arbitrary case. In this case, however, we call the net, analogous to a
regulus net in the finite case, a pseudo-regulus net, in the arbitrary case (see
(6.1) and (6.2)).
As mentioned earlier, we are primarily interested in direct product con-
structions due to the existence of certain substructures isomorphic to one
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of the constituents of the product. In terms of derivable nets andor sub-
plane covered nets, we were originally interested in the following questions:
When is a direct product of two affine planes a derivable net? More
generally, when is a full direct product of a set of affine planes a subplane
covered net?
Recently, there has been some studies involving the determination of
finite nets by their collineation groups. For example, the first author has
shown that a finite net of order q2 and degree q+1 is derivable if and only
if there is an associated collineation group isomorphic to PSL(4, q)N where
N is a line of an associated three dimensional projective space which admits
PSL(4, q) as a collineation group (see [16]). This result was extended to
arbitrary finite nets of order qn and degree q+1 by Hiramine and Johnson
[13] with appropriate changes in the group used in the characterization.
Furthermore, a study of nets of order q2 and degree q+1 admitting a
collineation group G that contains a point-transitive normal collineation
group T such that GT$GL(2, q) was undertaken by Hiramine [11] and
further studied in Hiramine and Johnson [12]. The resulting theory com-
pletely classifies all of the nets as either regulus nets or twisted cubic nets.
Hence, we are also interested in the collineation groups that direct
product nets or direct product structures in general can admit. As there is
a rather nice description of the collineation groups of direct product nets
(structures), the most obviously important question is: When is an
arbitrary net (affine partial linear space) a direct product net? As it turns
out that there are certain naturally inherited collineations such as transla-
tions, we may ask: When is an arbitrary translation net a direct product of
translation nets? Both of these questions may be rephrased in the following
form as: How is a direct product structure recognized abstractly?
We will show that there are a great variety of interesting affine partial
linear spaces which may be constructed using direct products. In the case
of the construction of nets, the question is whether any of these exotic
structures actually sit in an affine plane. Since one may start with any affine
plane and form the direct product of this plane in various ways, the most
natural question is: Given any affine plane ?0 , is there an affine plane ?
such that ?o is a Baer subplane of ?? An easier version of this is: Are there
affine planes of order q2 that admit nonDesarguesian subplanes of order q?
If one restricts the planes not to be semifield planes, it turns out that
there are not many examples of planes satisfying the above question
affirmatively. There are however, the planes of FoulserWalker [7] which
are generalizations of planes of Ostrom [31] which admit Hall Baer subplanes.
In this article, we are able to show that there are infinitely many nonisomorphic
planes which are non Desarguesian Baer subplanes of affine planes.
It follows from our results (as well as from Foulser [6]) that the number
of affine Baer subplanes of order q incident with a point in an elementary
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Abelian net of degree q+1 and order q2 is 1+|kernel of any Baer sub-
plane|. This fact plus the embedding of such nets into affine planes allows
a construction technique which produces maximal partial spreads in
projective geometries.
In Section 2, we define the direct product of a family of affine partial
linear spaces and obtain some fundamental results. In Sections 3 and 4, we
develop a method of coordinatizing such structures and draw some conclu-
sions about the nature of subplanes, substructures, and isomorphisms. The
direct product of a family of affine partial linear spaces involves a set of
correspondences between the parallel classes of the affine structures.
Also in Section 4, we consider the direct product of a family of transla-
tion nets and show that the resulting structures are always translation nets.
In Section 5, we consider the direct product of a family of isomorphic
affine planes where the correspondences are all isomorphisms. Here we also
consider various questions on the collineation groups of the direct product
nets.
In Section 6, we are able to show that a direct product net obtained by
the direct product of two affine planes is derivable if and only the two
planes are isomorphic Desarguesian planes and the correspondence
between the parallel classes is an isomorphism. Moreover, we are able to
characterize arbitrary translation nets by the existence of various sub-
planes.
In Section 7, we construct translation planes which contain prescribed
subplanes. For example, concerning derivable nets, we are able to deter-
mine Andre planes of order q2nt where t is odd>1 which admit Andre Baer
subplanes of order qnt with kernel GF(qn).
In Section 8, we give a construction method which produces maximal
partial spreads in PG(2n&1, q) for arbitrary positive integers n.
In the various sections, we are able to answer most of the questions
listed above with one exception which we leave as an open question: When
is an affine partial linear space a direct product structure? When is an
arbitrary net a direct product net?
We have some results on the above when there is an assumed translation
group. For example, we prove in Section 4: An Abelian translation net of
degree q+1 and order q2 is a direct product net if and only if the net con-
tains two Baer subplanes which contain a common point.
2. Direct Product Structures
There is a well known product construction of larger sets of mutually
orthogonal sets of Latin squares from given Latin squares. Moreover, there
are more general product constructions which can be applied to mutually
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orthogonal Latin squares, and pairwise balanced designs (see, for example,
Beth, Jungnickel, Lenz [1] Chapters I 7.21, IX, and X).
In this section, we define direct products for what we call an affine par-
tial linear space. These structures include nets and affine spaces. Since
transversal designs with *=1 are the duals of nets, our basic definitions
offer nothing new in the finite case except for the fact that we shall dis-
tinguish between various correspondences between the parallel classes of
affine partial linear spaces. For the most part in the finite case, these can
be found more generally in various other works (see [1] and the references
therein). However, for the most part, the work here does not require finite-
ness. Moreover, we may consider the direct product of an arbitrary family
of affine partial linear spaces. In this article, we are mostly concerned with
how or to what extent the structure of an affine partial linear space is
determined by its affine substructures.
Definition 2.1. Recall a partial linear space is an incidence structure of
points P, lines L such that each line has at least two distinct points incident
with it and any two points are incident with at most one line. An affine
partial linear space is a partial linear space whose line set admits an equiv-
alence relation which we shall call ‘‘parallelism’’ such that each point is
incident with exactly one line from each equivalence class ‘‘parallel class’’.
Examples of affine partial linear spaces include nets, affine planes, partial
affine spaces and affine spaces. As an example of a partial affine space, con-
sider the incidence structure consisting of all of the points of an affine space
and a subset of the parallel classes of lines.
We recall that if [Bi | i is in *] is a class of mutually disjoint sets indexed
by * then the direct product >* Bi is the set of all functions f from the set
*  * Bi such that f (i) is in Bi for all i in *. Choose a fixed function 0
from *  * Bi . We define the direct sum * Bi as the set of all functions
f from *  * Bi such that f (i)=0(i) for all but finitely many elements i
of *.
Definition 2.2. Let F=[Ak | k # \] be a family of affine partial linear
spaces indexed by a set \. For a given affine partial linear space Aio ,
assume that there is a family [_j | j # \] where _j is a 11 correspondence
from the set of parallel classes of Aio onto the set of parallel classes of Aj ,
where _io=1.
Denote the set of points of Ai by P(Ai), the set of lines of Ai by L(Ai),
and the set of parallel classes of Ai by Ci .
(1) We shall define an incidence structure of points and lines as
follows: We define the point set to be >\ P(Ai) denoted by >\ P(F ). Thus,
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a point p of the incidence structure is a function such that p(i) is a point
of Ai .
(2) We define the parallel class set by the subset : of >\ Ci such that
:(io) _j=:( j). Note that :(k)=;(k) for some k in \ if and only if
:(io) _k=;(io) _k if and only if :(io)=;(io) if and only if :( j)=;( j) for all
j in \ if and only if the parallel classes : and ; are equal.
(3) The line set denoted by >\ L(F ) is the subset f of >\ L(Ai) such
that f (i) is incident with :(i) for all i in \. Therefore, a line f is a function
such that f (i) is a line of Ai which is the class :(i) of Ai .
(4) A point p will be incident with a line f if and only if the point of
p(i) of Ai is incident with the line f (i) of Ai for all i in \.
(5) The line f of the incidence structure shall belong to the parallel
class : if and only if the line f (i) belongs to the parallel class :(i) for all
i in \.
(6) Two lines f and g are parallel if and only if the lines belong to
the same parallel class :.
(7) We shall denote this incidence structure of points and lines by
A(>\ F ) and refer to this as the direct product of the set of affine partial
linear spaces F.
(8) Choose a particular point 0 of A(>\ F ). Define the direct sum
relative to this point as follows: \ P(Ai) shall denote the point set (the set
of all points p of the direct sum such that p(i)=0(i) for all but finitely
many elements i of \.
The lines set shall be the line set of >\ F.
Note that a point p of the direct sum is on a line f of the direct product
if and only if p(i) is incident with f (i) for all i in \ so that f (i) is incident
with 0(i) for all but finitely many values of i.
(9) We shall denote this incidence structure by A(\ F ) and refer to
this as the direct sum of the set of affine partial linear spaces F.
Of course, when \ is finite, A(>\ F )=A(\ F ).
Note that the construction is relative to a given incidence structure Aio
and a family of 11 correspondences from the given incidence structure to
the remaining incidence structures. We may use another initial incidence
structure Ajo and the family [_
&1
j0 _i | i is in \] to produce an isomorphic
direct product (direct sum). Note however that even if the set \ is finite,
our construction can not be inductive as it depends on the initial set of 11
correspondences. We may form a sub-direct product or sub-direct sum in
the obvious manner by selecting a subset \* of \ and defining the substruc-
ture relative to a particular incidence structure Ako where ko is in \* and
taking the family as noted above but with i restricted to \*.
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Finally, note that we are not assuming that the individual affine partial
linear spaces have the same point set cardinalities or line set cardinalities
merely that they have the same parallel class cardinalities.
Proposition 2.3. (1) A(>\ F ) is an affine partial linear space whose set
of parallel classes is in 11 correspondence with the set of parallel classes
with any Ai for i # \. In particular, the structure is a net provided all Ai for
i # \ are nets.
(2) A(\ F ) is an affine partial linear space whose set of parallel
classes is in 11 correspondence with the set of parallel classes of any Ai for
i in \. A(\ F ) is a sub affine partial linear space of A(>\ F ).
(3) If each Ai for i in \ is a net then A(\ F ) is a subnet of A(>\ F )
with the same set of parallel classes as the net A(>\ F ).
Proof. (1) Let f be a line of A(>\ F ) then the points of f are the
elements p # >\ P(F ) such that p(i) # f (i) for all i # \. Clearly, there are at
least two points per line in this incidence structure. Now let p and q be
points of >\ P(F ) and assume that p and q are on at least two lines f, g
of >\ L(F ). Then p(i), q(i) are in both f (i) and g(i) so that f (i)= g(i) for
all i # \. Hence, f= g.
Thus, the structure is a near-linear space.
Parallelism clearly becomes an equivalence relation on A(>\ F ) so it
remains only to show that each point is incident with exactly one line of
each parallel class.
Note that we have identified the classes of A(>\ F ) with the classes of
any Aj as follows: If :, ; are parallel classes of A(>\ F) then :( j) is a
parallel class of Aj and :( j)=;( j) if and only if :=;.
Let : be a parallel class of A(>\ F ) and p a point. We know that :(i)
is a parallel class of Ai and there is a unique line fi of this parallel class
incident with p(i). Define a function f : \  \ L(Ai) by f (i)= fi . Clearly,
f is a line of A(>\ F ) as f ( j) is incident with :( j) for all j in \.
Now let ( p, f ) be an anti-flag of A(>\ F ). Then there exists a unique
line gi & f (i) which contains p(i) for all i # \. Define a mapping g from \
into >\ Ai such that g(i)= gi . Clearly, g is a line of A(>\ F ) such that
f & g. Let h be a line which is parallel to f and contains p. Then h(i)& f (i)
and hence h(i)= g(i) by uniqueness so that h= g.
Hence, A(>\ F ) is an affine partial linear space.
To show that this structure is a net provided each Ai is a net for i # \,
consider two lines f and g of different parallel classes say : and ;. Hence,
there exists an element k # \ such that f (k) is not parallel to g(k). Suppose
that f (i) is parallel to g(i) for some i=\ then as f (i) is incident with :(i) and
g(i) is incident with ;(i) we must have :(i)=;(i) which implies that :=;.
Hence f (i) is not parallel to g(i) for any i # \.
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So, if f and g are in different parallel classes, so are f (i) and g(i) for all
i # \ and hence f (i) and g(i) uniquely intersect provided the Ai are nets.
Define f (i) & g(i)= pi a point of Ai for i # \. Define a mapping p from \
into >\ P(F) by p(i)= pi so that clearly p is a point of A(>\ F ). If p and
q are points which intersect f and g then p(i) and q(i) are points which
intersect f (i) and g(i) so that p=q. Thus, A(>\ F ) is a net provided each
constituent is a net.
The proof of (2) is immediate since each point of the direct sum is a
point of the direct product and a line of the direct sum is a line of the direct
product.
We now point out that in A(>\ F ) or A(\ F ) there are always sub
affine partial linear spaces which are isomorphic to Ai for any i # \.
Theorem 2.4. Given any point p of A(>\ [Ai])=(A(>\ F) or
(A(\ F )) there exist substructures of A(>\ F ) or (A(\ F )) isomorphic to
Ai for i # \ and containing p.
Proof. Define S(Ai)=[points g such that g( j)= p( j) for all j{i of \].
It is immediate that S(Ai)$Ai by the map which takes g onto g(i). Note
that the lines of S(Ai) are merely the lines h of A(>\ F ) such that the
restrictions h(i) are lines of Ai where g( j) # h( j) for j{i. Also, note that
when p is in the direct sum, the set S(Ai) is a subset of the points of the
direct sum.
Corollary 2.5. Let A1 and A2 be affine planes. Then, given any point
p of the net A(A1 _A2), there exists Baer subplanes isomorphic to Ai ,
i=1, 2 containing p.
Proof. Recall a Baer subplane is an affine plane such that any point of
the net is incident with a point of the subplane and any line intersects the
projective extension of the Baer subplane. Note that the parallel classes of
the net are in 11 correspondence with the parallel classes of any affine
plane Ai so that any line is on an infinite point of the projective extension
of the substructure isomorphic to Ai .
Let (R, T) be a point of the net and S(A1) a subplane incident with
p=(P, Q). Hence, S(A1)=[(P, Q) | P is a point of A1]. The lines of S(A1)
are the sets L1_L2 where Li are lines of Ai respectively such that there is
a parallel class : such that Li is in :(i) for i=1, 2 where :(2)=:(1) _2 and
L2 contains Q. Assuming that Q{T, let L2 denote the unique line contain-
ing Q and T say of the parallel class ;(2)=;(1) _2 and let L1 denote the
unique line of ;(1) which contains R. Then L1_L2 is a line of S(A1) which
contains (R, T ).
Thus, there are at least two Baer subplanes incident with every point of
the direct product net.
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Definition 2.6. We shall say that a direct product (direct sum) of
affine partial linear spaces is regular if and only if all constituents are
isomorphic and the 11 correspondences are isomorphisms. In this case, we
extend the domain of definition of the 11 correspondences _j to include
the points, lines, and parallel classes.
Theorem 2.7. Let A(> Ai)(A(\ Ai) be a regular direct product (direct
sum) with isomorphism set [_j |, j # \] relative to the affine partial linear
space Aio .
For any point p where p( j)= pio _j for all j # \, and pio is a point of Aio ,
then, in addition to sub affine partial linear spaces S(Aj)$Aio containing p,
there exists an affine partial linear space T$Aio not equal to any S(Ak) and
containing p. The affine partial linear space is a sub-structure of A(\ Ai)
provided the point p is in A(\ Ai).
Proof. We define the points of T=[points p | p( j)= pio _j for all j # \
and where pio is a fixed point in Aio per p but varies over the points of Aio
to define the set]. The lines of T are lines q such that q( j)=qio _j where qio
is a line of Aio so that the point p is incident with the line q if and only if
pio is incident with qio . It follows that T is an affine partial linear space
isomorphic to Aio .
Corollary 2.8. Let A(?1 _?2) be a regular direct product (direct sum)
where ?i are isomorphic affine planes for i=1, 2.
Then, on points p of the form (P, P_2) for P a point of ?1 , there are at
least three isomorphic Baer subplanes of the net A(?1_?2) which contains p.
3. Coordinatization for Direct Products and Direct Sums of Nets
In this section, we develop a method of coordinatization for direct
products and direct sums of nets. We begin by recalling how to coor-
dinatize a net. We then generalize this to the direct product and direct sum
of an arbitrary set of nets.
Proposition 3.1 (Coordinatization for Nets). Let N be an net and let C
be a set of coordinates in 11 correspondence with the lines of a parallel
class.
Choose any parallel class and call in (). Set up a 11 correspondence
between the elements of C and the lines of this parallel class. If a line L
corresponds to c in C, assign each point of L the x-coordinate c and denote
this line by x=c. Assume that we designate two elements of C as 0 and 1.
Choose two other parallel classes and denote these by (1) and (0). Choose an
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arbitrary line L1 of (1) and form the intersection L1 & (x=c) to define the
point coordinates (c, c). Let each point on the line of (0) thru (c, c) have
y-coordinate c. Then each point of N is given by a unique pair of coordinates
(x, y). There is a subset CN of C such that for m in CN , then (0, 0) and
(1, m) are incident. We note the elements of the parallel class so defined by (m).
Define a ternary function T : C 3  C as follows: There is a unique point
(xo , yo) of intersection with the line of (m) containing (0, b) and x=xo . We
shall denote this by yo=T (xo , m, b). The set of all such points form the line
of (m) containing (0, b) which we denote by y=T (x, m, b).
Note that y=T (x, 1, 0) contains the points (c, c) so that T (x, 1, 0)=x.
We define addition + as follows: Form the line incident with (0, b) in (1).
Form the line incident with (a, a) and in (). The intersection point is
denoted by (a, a+b). Hence, T (x, 1, b)=x+b.
We define multiplication V as follows: Form the line incident with (0, 0)
and (1, m) and intersect with the line incident with (a, a) in (). The inter-
section point is denoted by (a, a V m). Hence, T(x, m, 0)=x V m.
We refer to the coordinate structure by (Q, T, +, V).
Proposition 3.2 (Coordinates for Direct Product Nets). Now we con-
sider a coordinatization of the direct product of nets N1 , and N2 which is
equipped with a set of 11 correspondence _j from the set of parallel classes
of N1 onto the set of parallel classes of Nj with _1=1. Now if the nets are
actually isomorphic then we can arrange to coordinatize the net N2 by the
coordinate system for the net N1 . However, generally, the cardinalities of the
point sets are not the same even though we require that the cardinalities of
the parallel class sets are equal. Hence, in general, we would need coordinate
systems of different cardinalities.
More generally, let [Ni | i # \] be a family of nets with a family of 11
correspondences [_j | i, j # \] as above relative to the net Nio .
Choose a parallel class : so that :(io) is a parallel class of the net Nio so
that :(io) _j is a parallel class of Nj .
Choose coordinates for the nets Nj as above so that there is a coordinate
system Qj where the points of Nj are taken as ordered pairs (xj , yj) of
elements of xj , yj # Qj . Choose :(io) _j to be the parallel class whose lines
have the form xj=cj where cj is fixed in Qj per line. We denote :(io) _j by
() j and further denote the parallel class : by ().
Furthermore, for any other parallel class ; so that ;(io){:(io) in Nio , we
choose ;(io) _j to be the parallel class whose lines have the form yj=dj where
dj is a constant in Qj . We denote ;(io) _j by (0) j and then denote the parallel
class ; by (0).
For each j # \, we have a natural ternary function Tj so that lines of Nj are
of the form yj=Tj (xj , mj , bj) where mj and bj are fixed elements of Qj .
Furthermore, xj=cj and yj=dj represent lines in Nj .
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Now consider a line q of A(>\ Ni). Some q(k) is a line of ()k if and only
if q is incident with () if and only if all q( j) are lines of () j . Hence,
q( j)=[(xj , yj) | xj , yj in Qj and xj=cj for cj fixed in Qj] and is denoted by
xj=cj . Let Q=>\ Qi . Let c be defined by c( j)=cj . Similarly, we define a
variable x as defined by x( j)=xj # Qj . We then denote the line q by x=c in
this context. Similarly, if some line r has the property that r(z) is a line of
(0)z then all r(w) are lines of (0)w and we may denote this line r by y=d
where d # >\ Qi .
If a line q is not of the form x=c or y=d then each q( j) may be represen-
ted by yj=Tj (xj , mj , bj). Thus, we represent q by y=T(x, m, b) where
x, m, b are in >\ Qj=Q and x(i)=xi , y(i)=yi as variables. So,
T (x, m, b)( j)=Tj (xj , mj , bj) for all j # \.
We denote the coordinate structures for Ni by (Qi , Ti ,+i , Vi) for i in \.
We let (0), (1) be the functions such that (0)(i)=(0)i and (1)(i)=(1) i for
all i in \.
The definition of addition and multiplication is exactly as in (3.1) given the
coordinate structure Q=>\ Qi . We shall denote the identity elements in Qi
by 0i and 1i . Then the notation would indicate that (0i)=(0) i and (1i)=(1) i .
Hence, this provides a method of coordinatizing a direct product of nets.
Proposition 3.3 (Coordinatization for Direct Sums within Direct
Products). The coordinatization of a direct sum is almost identical realizing
that a line q of the direct sum A(\ Ni) is a function such that q(i) contains
0(i) for some particular point 0 of the direct product for all but finitely many
elements i of \. Hence, we have a sub coordinate system of the coordinate
system for a direct product net.
Proposition 3.4 (Regular Direct products). If we have a regular direct
product so that the correspondences are isomorphisms, we may extend the
11 correspondences _j to the ternary systems as follows:
We now have the situation that for a line q then q( j) is mapped onto
q( j) _&1j _k and is parallel to q(k) so that for a point p on the line q then p( j)
is incident with q( j) and p( j) _&1j _k is incident with q( j) _
&1
j _k .
A line q is such that q( j)&q(k) _&1j _k for all k, j. Hence, if q( j) is
represented as yj=Tj (xj , mj , bj) and q( j)_&1j _k is represented as
yk=Tk(xk , mk , bk) we then define the mapping on the ternary functions by
( yj=Tj (xj , mj , bj)) _&1j _k=( yk=Tk(xk , mk , bk)).
In Section 4, we consider what we call i-normal translation nets. These are
nets that admit a group G which fixes all parallel classes and acts regularly
on the affine points. A subgroup which fixes a line incident with a given point
P is called a component. If i components are normal, the net is said to be a
i-normal translation net (see (4.4)). We refer the reader to Section 4 for a
more complete discussion of i-normal translation nets. In particular, for i2,
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then G is the direct product of any two normal components and for i3 then
G is Abelian. We shall also require the fact proved in Section 4 that the nor-
mal components act as translation groups which fix each line of the parallel
class containing the corresponding fixed line (see Remark 2 of Section 4).
Proposition 3.5 (Coordinatization of i-Normal Translation Nets for
i2). Let N be a net ( finite or infinite) which is a i-normal translation net
for i2 and let H, K be normal components so that the translation group
G=H_K.
Then we may choose a coordinate system (Q, T, +, V) so that
(i) (Q, +) is a group,
(ii) T (x, m, b)=x V m+b, for all b in Q and (m) a parallel class,
(iii) (c+a) V m=c V m+a V m, for all a, b, c in Q and (m) a parallel
class.
(iv) When the net is an Abelian translation net then (Q, +) is an
Abelian group.
Proof. We coordinatize the net as above in (3.1). Let G denote the
translation group associated with the net. Note that it is possible that there
could be two distinct translation groups. Let two normal components be
H, and K so that G=H_K. Assume that H fixes the line L and K fixes the
line M.
If L is in the parallel class : then H fixes each line of the parallel class
: (see Remark 1 of Section 4). Hence, H=GL . Denote GL by G: .
We set up the coordinate system for that :=(). Similarly, if K fixes M
and M is in the parallel class ; then K fixes all lines of this parallel class
and we choose ;=(0).
Thus, the element of G (i.e. of H) which maps (0, 0) onto (0, b) fixes all
lines x=c for c in Q of the parallel class () and fixes (1). Clearly then
y=x  y=x+b so that (c, c)  (c, c+b).
Hence, G()=(_b : (x, y)  (x, y+v) for all b in Q).
Note that it now follows that (Q, +) is a group.
(c, c V m)  (c, c V m+b) and (0, 0)  (0, b), (m)  (m) by the group
element _b so that y=x V m  y=T (x, m, b)=x V m+b.
There exists a unique element { of G (i.e. of K) which maps (0, 0) onto
(a, 0) and fixes y=c for all c of Q.
Since { also fixes (1), then y=x  y=x+d where a+d=0. Hence,
d=&a where &a denotes the group inverse.
Thus, clearly, G(0)=({a : x, y)  (x+a, y) for all a in Q).
The element {a maps (0, b) onto (a, b), (m)  (m), so that
y=x V m+b  y=x V m+e where a V m+e=b so that e=&a V m+b.
Note that we have simply multiplied by the inverse on the left.
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Hence, y=x V m+b  y=x V m+(&a V m&b). Thus, (c+a) V m+
(&a V m+b)=c V m+b which implies that (c+a) V m=c V m+a V m for
all c, a of Q and (m) a parallel class.
If the group G is Abelian so is (Q, +).
Hence, this proves (3.5).
4. Direct Products of Translation Nets
In this section, we consider direct products of Abelian translation nets
and characterizations of such nets by the existence of certain subnets.
We shall first discuss translation nets in general. Refer to (3.5) for the
definition of ‘‘translation net’’. Essentially all of the work with nonAbelian
translation nets has been done in the finite case. In particular, there are
many translation nets of order p2 and degree 1+ p where p is a prime that
admit non Abelian translation groups. Actually, the main result of Hachen-
berger [9] provides a characterization of such nets.
Theorem 4.1 (Hachenberger [9] (4.6)). Let N be a translation net of
order p2 and degree 3. Let G denote a translation group of N and assume
there is no net extending N which admits G as a translation group.
Then one of the follow situations must occur:
(i) the degree is p2+1 and the net is an elementary Abelian transla-
tion net.
(ii) the degree is p+1 and G is isomorphic to Zp2 _Zp2 , or is
metacyclic, or E( p3)_Zp in the odd case, or
(iii) the degree is 3 and G=(x, y | x4=1, y4=1, [x, y]=x2y2,
(x2y2)=1) , or D4_Z2 , or Z4_Z4 when p=2.
We note that, in each case, there is at least one Desarguesian Baer sub-
plane of the net incident with a given point which is defined by Zp_Zp .
In [34], Sprague discusses finite translation nets and determines the
possible types that contain a suitable normal translation subgroup. We
note here that the same result is valid for the infinite or arbitrary case.
Definition 4.2. If ; is a parallel class of a net and P is a point, we
denote by P; the unique line of the parallel class ; incident with the
point P.
Theorem 4.3 (see Sprague [34] when the net is finite). Let N be a trans-
lation net with group G. Choose any point P and define a set of subgroups of
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N[GL | GL is the of subgroups which acts transitively on the points of the line
L=P: where : denotes a parallel class].
(1) If one of the groups GL is normal then every remaining two sub-
groups GM and GZ are isomorphic.
(2) If two of the groups are normal then G is the direct product of
these two groups and all of the subgroups are isomorphic.
(3) If three of the groups are normal then G is Abelian.
Proof. Let GM be normal. Then GLGM is a subgroup of G and we
assert that it is the full group.
Pf: Let P and Q be distinct affine points. It suffices to show that there
is an element of GLGM which maps P onto Q. This is obvious if Q is in
one of the two lines L or M so assume not. If M belongs to the parallel
class :, form :Q & L=T. There is a unique element h of GL which maps
P onto T. Note that G hM leaves invariant :Q and acts regularly on the
points of this line. Hence, it follows that there is a unique element r of
GhM=GM as this subgroup is normal which maps T onto Q. Hence, hg in
GLGM maps P onto Q so that GLGM=G.
Now GLGM=GZ GM so that for each element g of GL , there is an ele-
ment h of GZ and an element r of GM such that g=hr. Assert that the map-
ping g  h is an isomorphism.
Let g*=h*rr and form g*=hr h*r*=hh*r1r* since GM is normal
where r1 is some element of GM . Hence, the mapping is a homomorphism.
Now assume that g and g* both map to h. Then g&1g* maps to 1 and
thus this element is in GM . But, since the product is also in GL and
GL & GM=(1) then g=g*.
Since, GLGM=GZGM , it follows that the mapping is also onto.
This proves (1).
(2) now follows immediately from (1).
To prove (3), say the normal subgroups are GL , GM , and GZ . Since GL
now commutes with both of the latter two groups and the direct product
of the latter two groups is the full group, it follows that GL is in the center
of G. Similarly, GM is in the center of G and so G is Abelian (this part is
the same as in Hachenburger [9] for the finite case). This proves (3).
Note that the finite case, any two subgroups must product up to the
group since they have the correct size and they are disjointhowever, it is
not clear that this is true in the infinite case, if both of the two subgroups
are not normal.
Corollary 4.4. In an Abelian translation net, any two translation
groups with fixed centers are isomorphic.
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Sprague and also the above results of Hachenberger show that all three
possibilities of the above result exist in the finite case. Also, we give below
an example of an Abelian but not elementary Abelian infinite translation
net. In view of the above result involving possible normal subgroups of a
translation group, we made the following definition.
Definition 4.5. (1) A translation net is a net that admits a collinea-
tion group G that fixes each parallel class and acts regularly on the affine
points. For any affine point P, there is a set of subgroups H: which act
regularly on the points of P: where : is a parallel class and P: is the
unique line of a incident with P. The subgroups H: are called ‘‘com-
ponents’’ of G. The translation net may be reconstructed by identifying the
points of the net with the elements of G and the lines of the net with the
left cosets of the components. Note that the structure with respect to
another point Q and corresponding component set is isomorphic to the
original.
(2) A translation net is said to be a i-normal translation net if and
only if i of the components are normal subgroups of G. Hence, i=0, 1, 2
or all of the components are normal subgroups and the group G is Abelian.
Hence, there are 0-normal, 1-normal, and 2-normal translation nets as well
as Abelian translation nets.
(3) A translation net is an elementary Abelian translation net if and
only if there is an elementary Abelian translation group.
(4) A translation net is a vector space translation net if and only if
there is an associated vector space such that the points are vectors and the
components are subspaces.
Note that, more generally, a group can sometimes be used to define a net
upon which the group acts as a translation group.
We shall show that any subplane of an Abelian translation net is also a
translation subplane and then show that if there are two Baer subplanes of
an Abelian translation net then the net is also a direct product net.
Furthermore, if there are three Baer subplanes then the net is elementary
Abelian.
This brings up the following open questions for translation nets in
general.
(1) Is a subplane of a translation net also a translation subplane with
translation group a subgroup of the given translation group?
(2) If there are two Baer subplanes of a translation net, is the net an
Abelian translation net?
(3) Are there infinite non-Abelian translation nets?
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We initially consider Abelian translation nets. We first note that a subnet
of an Abelian translation net is also an Abelian translation net.
Definition 4.6. We remind the reader that, for a vector space W over
a skewfield K, a partial spread of V=WW is a set of subspaces [V: | :
in *, V:V;=V, and V: &V; for all :, {; in *]. The elements of the
partial spread are called components. A net may be constructed from a
partial spread by taking the points as vectors of V and lines are translates
of components. Thus, the net corresponding to a partial spread is a vector
space net.
A spread of V is a partial spread [V: |: in *] and * V:=V. The corre-
sponding net is a translation plane with kernel containing K.
Theorem 4.7. Let N be an arbitrary Abelian translation net with group
G. Let M be a subnet of N. Then there exists a subgroup GM which acts as
a regular translation group of M; M is an Abelian translation net.
Proof. Let P be a point of the subnet M. Assume that is an element g
of G such that Pg is also an element of the subnet M. Assume that the line
P Pg is in the parallel class :. Let Q be any point of the subnet which is
not on P Pg and which is incident with the point P. From the proof of
(3.5) above, it follows that g fixes all lines of :. Q: is fixed by g so that Qg
is incident with Q:. Moreover, PQ=P; for some parallel class ;{: and
g fixes ; so that P; maps to Pg; under g. Hence, Qg is the intersection of
the lines Pg; and Q:. But, Pg; and Q: are lines of the subnet M in distinct
parallel classes and hence must intersect in a point of the subnet. Hence,
Qg is a point of the subnet M.
Now let S be any point of the subnet M on the line P:. Form
T=S; _ P$ where ;, $, : are mutually distinct parallel classes. Note that
T must be a point of the subnet M as two lines of the subnet in different
parallel classes uniquely intersect. T is a point not on P: and incident with
P so that by the above argument, it must be that Tg also is in M.
Hence, any point R of the subnet incident with P maps back into M
under g. This argument then can be applied to any point Q of M which is
incident with P so that Qg is in M4 . It then follows that any point W of M
which is incident with a point Q of M which is incident with P maps back
into M under g. Take any point E of the subnet M4 and form E: & P;=U.
Hence, E is incident a point U of the subnet which is incident with P so
that Eg is in M.
Thus, we have shown that if any image of a point of M by an element
of G is mapped back into M then the entire net M is left invariant. Since
given any two points of the net P and Q, there is a unique element g of the
group G which maps P to Q, it follows that there is a subgroup GM which
leaves the net M invariant and acts regularly on the net. This proves (4.7).
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Actually, using the above result, we may extend this to 2-normal trans-
lation nets.
Remark 1. Let N be a i-normal translation net for i2. Let the trans-
lation group be G and let H, K denote normal components. By (4.2),
G=H_K. Let :, ; denote the parallel classes defined by the subgroups H, K
respectively. Then H(K) fixes each line of the parallel class :(;).
Proof. H fixes a component P: and K fixes a component P;. Since H
acts regularly on the points of P: and commutes with K, then H permutes
the lines fixed by K so that K fixes each line of the parallel class ;.
Theorem 4.8. Let N be a i-normal translation net for i2 and transla-
tion group G with normal component H, K. Let :, ; denote the parallel
classes defined by the normal components H, K respectively. Let M be any
subnet which shares the parallel classes :, ;. Then M is a i-normal translation
subnet for i2.
Proof. By the above note, H fixes all lines of the parallel class :. The
proof of (4.7) applies exactly for points P and the image point Pg of M
where g is in H (note we really only required that if P Pg is in the parallel
class $ then g must fix all lines of $ so if g is in H we have this condition).
That is, there is a subgroup HM which leaves M invariant and which acts
regularly on the points of any line of M of :. Similarly, there is a subgroup
KM which leaves M invariant and which acts regularly on points of any
line of M of ;.
Hence, there is a subgroup HM_KM which acts as a subtranslation
group of M. To show that M is a i-normal translation net with i2, it suf-
fices to show that the previous group acts transitively on the affine points
of M. Let P and Q be any two distinct affine points of M. Form P:. If Q
is on this line then there is an element of HM which maps P onto Q.
Otherwise, form Q; & P:=T. Since Q and P are points of the net M, it
follows that T is also a point of M. Hence, there is an element h of HM
which maps P onto T and an element g of KM which maps T onto Q. This
completes the proof.
Theorem 4.9. The direct product (direct sum) of a family of translation
nets is a translation net.
(1) The direct product (direct sum) net is a i-normal translation net
provided the constituent nets are i-normal translation nets.
(2) The direct product (direct sum) net is Abelian provided the con-
stituent nets are Abelian and elementary Abelian provided the constituents
are elementary Abelian of the same characteristic. And, the direct product
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(direct sum) net is a vector space net provided the constituent nets are vector
space nets over the same prime field.
(3) The direct sum is a sub-translation net of the direct product.
Theorem 4.10. Let >\ Ai](\Ai) be a direct product (direct sum) of
affine partial linear spaces with a set of 11 correspondences [_i i # \]
relative to a given affine partial linear space Aio . Let Gi denote a collineation
group of Ai which fixes each parallel class. Then the direct product >\ [Gi]
(direct sum (i i)) acts as a collineation group of >\ [Ai](\ Ai) which
acts trivially on the parallel classes of the direct product. The elements g of
the group are defined on points p and lines r by pg(i)= p(i) g(t), rg(i)=
r(i) g(i).
Proof of Theorem 4.10. Let r be a line of the parallel class :. Since we
know that r(i) g(i) is parallel to r(i), this means that r(i) g(i) is in :(i) for
all i in \. This says that rg defined by rg(i)=r(i) g(i) remains in the parallel
class : so that the group leaves the parallel classes invariant.
Proof of Theorem 4.9. If each Ai is a translation net, let Gi denote a
corresponding translation group so that >\ [Gi](\ [Gi]) is a collinea-
tion group of the net (direct product or direct sum). Consider any two
points p and q. For each p(i), q(i), there exists a unique gi # Gi such that
p(i) gi=q(i).
Define g so that g(i)= gi . Then there exists a unique element g of the
direct product such that pg=q. Hence, the net is a translation net.
If each group Gi contains a normal subgroup Hi then >\Hi is a normal
sub-group of >\ Gi . If Gi=Hi_Ki then >\ Gi=>\ (Hi_Ki) which is
isomorphic to >\ Hi_>\ Ki .
If each group Gi is Abelian, so is the direct product.
Now assume that the nets are elementary Abelian translation nets of the
same characteristic. That is, the orders : of the individual elements {1 is
the same for all groups of all nets then clearly the direct product group
inherits this property.
If the nets are vector space nets over the same prime field F, then there
is a collineation of each net which fixes each parallel class and is induced
from the nonzero scalars of F. Hence, we may define the direct product as
a vector space net over the same field.
Theorem 4.11 (The Reconstruction Theorem). Let M be an Abelian
translation net with group G that admits subnets N1 and N2 that share
exactly one point P and share all of the parallel classes of M in the sense that
if : is a parallel class of M there there are subsets :i which constitute the parallel
classes of Ni , for i=1, 2. Then there exists a set of 11 correspondences _i ,
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i=1, 2 from the parallel classes of N1 onto the parallel classes of Ni such
that M contains a subnet isomorphic to A(>[1, 2] Ni).
Proof. By (4.7), we note that each subnet Ni is an Abelian translation
subnet with subgroup Gi of G. Since each subgroup acts regularly on the
corresponding net and the nets share exactly one point, it follows that the
subgroup G1G2 is isomorphic to the external direct sum of the groups G1
and G2 which we denote by [1, 2] Gi .
Let : denote a parallel class of M and :i the corresponding parallel class
of Ni .
Define the 11 correspondence _2 from the set of parallel classes of N1
onto the set of parallel classes of N2 by :1 _2=:2 and let :1=1.
We form the Abelian translation net A(>[1, 2] Ni) and use the notation
A(> Ni).
We will work with the coordinate systems for the two nets Ni , i=1, 2,
the coordinate system for the net M and the coordinate system for
A(> Ni). All of these have linear equations representing lines, so we
repress the notation for the various ternary functions. We shall use the
notations (Qi , +i , Vi), i=1, 2, (Q, +, V), and (>[1, 2] Qi ,  , x) respec-
tively to represent the coordinate systems. We have the notations for
infinite points (i), (0i), (1i) for the individual nets Ni=1, 2.
We choose a coordinate system (Q, +, V) so that P=(0, 0). We choose
(i)=() i , (0i)=(0) i , (1i)=(1) i . Note we are not claiming for example
that 11=12=1.
However, since P is common to both nets, we do have 01=02=0.
The points of Ni have the form (xi , yi) for xi , yi in Qi . The points of
A(> Ni) are functions p which map [1, 2] into N1 _ N2 such that p(i) is
a point of Ni . If p(i)=(xi , yi), we identify the point p with (x1 , y1 , x2 , y2).
We note that the group G1G2 acts on the net M and the group  Gi acts
on > Ni .
We have noted that the group Gi may be represented by (_ai , bi ;
(xi , yi)  (xi+i ai , yi+i bi) | ai , bi in Qi) acting on the net Ni .
Moreover, the group G may be represented in the form (_a, b: (x, y) 
(x+a, y+b) | a, b in Q).
As Gi also acts on M, it follows for each (ai , bi) in Qi_Qi there exists
a unique (a, b) in Q_Q so that _ai , bi=_a, b . Note that _ai , bi maps (0i , 0i)
onto (ai , bi) and _a, b maps (0, 0) onto (a, b). Since 0=01=02, it follows
that ai=a and bi=b.
Hence, Qi /Q.
Now  Gi acting on > i has the following form:
( (x1 , y1 , x2 , y2)
 (x1+1 a1 , y1+1 b1 , x2+2 a2 , y2+2 b2) | ai , bi in Qi for i=1, 2) .
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Note that (01 , 01 , 02 , 02)  (a1 , b1 , a2 , b2) under  Gi and (0, 0) 
(a1+a2 , b1+b2) under G1 G2 .
Define S as the set of points [(a1+a2 , b1+b2) | ai , bi in Qi] as a subset
of the points of M.
We shall show that S is a subnet isomorphic to > Ni which contains Ni
for i=1, 2.
We have the lines xi=ci , yi=xi V i mi+i bi in Ni for ci , mi , bi in Qi .
Moreover, by our correspondence _2 where (mi) _2=(m2), it follows
that the line of the direct product net is y=x x mb where x(i)=xi ,
y(i)=yi , m(i)=mi , b(i)=bi and where (x x mb)(i)=xi Vi mi+i bi .
As a set of points, the set is [(x1 , x1 V1 m1+b1 , x2 , x2 V2 m2+2 b2)].
These points are mapped to the set of points of S[(x1+x2 ,
x1 V1 m1+1 b1 , x2 V2 m2+2 b2)].
For each parallel class (m) of M, the lines of (m) i incident with points
of Ni are lines of Ni .
For a line containing (0i , bi) with slope (m) i=(mi) the line is yi=
xi Vi mi+i bi in Ni and in M the same line is represented by y=x V m+bi .
Thus, the latter set [x1 , x1 V1 m1+1 b1 , x2 , x2 V2 m2+2 b2)] is [x1+x2 ,
x1 V m+b1+x2 V m+b2)] and by (3.5)(iii), we obtain the set as [(x1+x2 ,
(x1+x2) V m+(b1+b2)] which is a subset of the line y=x V m+(b1+b2)
of M.
Similarly, the line x=c of > Ni such that c(i)=ci maps to the line
x=(c1+c2) of M.
So, y=x x mb  y=x V m+(b1+b2), and x=c  x=(c1+c2).
Thus, S is isomorphic to > Ni so that we have the proof of (4.4).
Now with the exception of the commutative additive group, we have the
same sort of coordinate structure for 2-normal translation nets. However,
we normally would not obtain a direct product subnet unless the groups G1
and G2 commute. So, to include a generalization for 2-normal translation
nets, we formulate the following definition:
Definition 4.12. Let N be a i-normal translation net for i2. Two
subnets which share an affine point P and the two parallel classes corre-
sponding to the normal components shall said to be normalizing if and
only if their respective translation groups normalize each other so that, in
particular, the product of the respective translation subgroups is a sub-
group of the translation group of the net.
Remark 2. For normalizing subnets of a i-normal translation net, i2,
the corresponding group product is a direct product.
Proof. By assumption, both subgroups are normal in the product and
since the nets share exactly one affine point and the respective groups are
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regular on the affine points of the respective nets, it follows that the sub-
groups have trivial intersection. Thus, the group product is a direct
product.
Theorem 4.13 (The Reconstruction Theorem for i-Normal Translation
Nets). Let N be a i-normal translation net for i2. Let N contain two sub-
nets N1 and N2 which share exactly one affine point and all parallel classes
of the net N. If the subnets are normalizing then N contains a subnet
isomorphic to A(>(1, 2) Ni).
Proof. We may follow the previous proof noting now that G1G2 is now
isomorphic to G1_G2 but note that the individual groups Gi which are
guaranteed by result (4.8) may not be Abelian. In the previous proof, this
assumption implies that the elements of Q1 commute with the elements of
Q2 whereas the coordinate systems may not be commutative themselves.
Corollary 4.14. Let M be a i-normal translation net with i2, of
order st and degree 1+k where kmin(s, t). If there exists a pair of subnets
Ns and Nt or orders s and respectively and degree 1+k which share exactly
one point and are normalizing then there is a 11 correspondence _ on
parallel classes such that M is isomorphic to A(Ns_Nt) with [_] as the
correspondence set (denoted by A(Ns__Nt).
In particular, the hypothesis is satisfied if M is an Abelian net.
Proof. Use (4.7) and (4.13) and note that M and the subnet isomorphic
to the direct product have the same number of points.
Since two distinct affine subplanes that share a point and have the same
parallel classes (in the sense of the theorem) share exactly one point, we
have:
Corollary 4.15. Let M be a i-normal translation net with i2 which
admits two subplanes ?1 and ?2 which share a point and all of the parallel
classes of M and are normalizing. Then there exists a subnet M& and a 11
correspondence on parallel classes _ such that M& is isomorphic to
A(?1__ ?2).
In particular, the hypothesis is satisfied is M is an Abelian net.
We now consider Baer subplanes and show that the subnet M&=M in
this case. We first note a fundamental property of nets containing at least
two Baer subplanes.
Corollary 4.16. Let M be a i-normal translation net for i2. If M
contains two distinct Baer subplanes incident with a point that share all
parallel classes of M and are normalizing then M is a direct product net.
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In particular, an Abelian net which contains two distinct Baer subplanes
incident with a point is a direct product net.
Theorem 4.17. Any i-normal translation net for i2 which admits two
distinct normalizing Baer subplanes incident with a point and which share all
parallel classes of the net is an Abelian net.
Another way of phrasing (4.16) is
Corollary 4.18. In a i-normal translation net M for i2, the direct
product of any two normalizing Baer subplanes incident with a point P and
share all parallel classes of M is the entire space M. Furthermore, the direct
product of the intersection of any two normalizing Baer subplanes incident
with P by a line incident with P is the entire line.
Proof. To prove (4.16), we may use (4.13) and show that M=M&.
Since ?i , i=1, 2 is Baer, take any point Z which is not in M&. Then there
is a unique line Li of ?i for i=1, 2 such that Z is incident with Li . If L1
is not parallel to L2 then Z must be in M& since M & is a net and the lines
L1 and L2 must intersect. Hence, L1=L2 . So, the only possible points of
M which are not in M& lie on the set of common lines of the Baer sub-
planes. Let ; be any parallel class not equal to the class containing L1 and
form the line Z;. Assume that there is a point B on Z; which is not on any
of the common lines of the two Baer subplanes. Then B is a point of M&
and then Z;=B; is a line of the net M& which is not parallel to L1 which
is a line of the net M& so that the intersection must be a point of M& as
M& is a net. Similarly, if C is any point of M& of Z;, it follows that
C # M&. Hence, there is a line of the net whose points are exactly the
points on the common lines of the Baer subplanes incident with the point
P and none of these points can be in M& and it then follows that all lines
incident {L1 with Z have this property. Take a point D of M& which is
not incident with Z; and form D$ for some parallel class ${;. Then D$
and Z; intersect in a point E which is incident with the point P and hence
E is the intersection of two lines of M& but no point of Z; is a point of
M&, so we have a contradiction and hence M=M&. Note that this also
proves (4.16).
To prove that under the assumptions of (4.17), tide net actually is
Abelian, we note that any affine subplane is a translation plane by (4.8).
But, the group of a translation plane is elementary Abelian. Hence, we have
two elementary Abelian groups which are normalizing so that we obtain
the direct product of two elementary Abelian groups as the translation
group of the direct product subnet which is actually the net since the sub-
planes are Baer. This proves theorem (4.17).
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It may appear that in the situation of (4.17), there is always an underly-
ing vector space so that the points of the net are vectors. We consider some
examples to illustrate that this is not always the case.
Theorem 4.19. Let K and F be skewfields of the same cardinality. Let
?K and ?F denote Desarguesian affine planes coordinatized by K and F
respectively. Let 1 be a 1-1 correspondence from K into F. Define a 11
correspondence _F from the set of parallel classes of ?K onto the set of
parallel classes of ?F as follows: (k) F=(k1 ) and define ()K _F=()F .
Let _K=1. Form the direct product A(?K_?F) with respect to the set
[_F , _K] of the planes ?K and ?F .
(1) Then A(?K _?F) is an Abelian translation net admitting the
indicated planes as Baer subplanes. A(?K_?F) admits a collineation group
isomorphic to K*_F* that fixes each parallel class of the net.
(2) If K is not isomorphic to F then there are exactly two Baer sub-
planes incident with a given point.
(3) If K and F do not have the same prime field then the net is an
Abelian but not elementary Abelian translation net.
(4) Furthermore, the net does not admit an elementary Abelian trans-
lation group.
(5) Hence, the net is a direct product net containing two Desarguesian
Baer subplanes which cannot be extended to a translation plane.
Proof. Note that the kernel of ?K is K and the kernel of ?F is F. There
are homology groups with infinite axis isomorphic to K* and F* respec-
tively. Now apply (4.16) to obtain (1). The following result (4.20) shows
that (2) is valid.
If the net admits an elementary Abelian translation group then there are
subgroups which act regularly on the Baer subplanes in question. These
subgroups are isomorphic to the additive groups of the associated skew-
fields. If the fields do not have the same prime field then one of the sub-
groups is an elementary Abelian p-group for p finite while the other sub-
group is elementary Abelian q-group for q not p. Hence, the net cannot
admit an elementary Abelian translation group.
Now if there are at least three Baer subplanes, we obtain some regularity.
Recall that a vector space net is a net defined by a vector space over a
skewfield K whose underlying points are vectors and lines are translates of
the set of lines incident with the zero vector(see remarks at the beginning
of the section).
Theorem 4.20. Let M be an Abelian translation net. If M contains three
distinct Baer subplanes incident with a point then M is a regular direct
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product net and each pair of the planes are isomorphic. Furthermore, M is
then a vector space net over a field K and the Baer subplanes may be con-
sidered K subspaces.
Proof. In the context of (4.16), assume there is a third subplane
incident with common point P. Let the three subplanes be denoted by
?1 , ?2 , ?3 . Represent the net as a direct product net ?1__ ?2 . Consider
1=[(Q, 0)| there exists a point (Q, R) of ?3]. We assert that this set is
isomorphic to (identified with) ?1 . If there exists a point of ?1(Q, 0) which
is not in 1 then since ?2_?3=the points of the net (by the above note)
then in order to write the point (Q, 0) as a sum of elements
(0, S)+(M, N), it must be that M=Q.
Now assume that there are two points of ?3(Q, N) and (Q, S). Then,
clearly either N=S or ?3 intersects ?2 in a point other than (0, 0) which
would force ?3=?2 .
Hence, we may define a mapping { from the points of ?1 onto the points
of ?2 as follows: If (Q, M) is a point of ?3 then define {(Q)=M. It follows
that { is 11 and onto by repeating the above argument with ?2 inter-
changed with ?1 .
Since each line L incident with (0, 0) has the form L & ?1xL & ?2 and
contains points of ?3 we extend the mapping { to map lines of ?1 onto lines
of {2 by the following:
If (Q, M) is a point of ?3 then (Q, 0) is a point of ?1 so is collinear with
(0, 0) and say is incident with L & ?1 and similarly (0, M) is a point of ?2
incident with M & ?2 where L and M are lines of the net incident with
(0, 0). Furthermore, (Q, M) is incident with (0, 0) so let Y be the line of the
net incident with (0, 0) and (Q, M). Note that follows from the above
note that we may conclude that L, M, and Y are all equal. Hence, we
define the mapping { on lines as {(Y & ?1)=(Y & ?2) when (Q, M) # Y and
{(Q)=M.
It is easy to verify that now {=_ and furthermore that { is an
isomorphism from ?1 onto ?2 . Hence, we have a regular direct product.
Note that, by the reconstruction theorem, we may reverse the roles that the
subplanes play to conclude that all are isomorphic.
Since the planes are isomorphic and are translation planes by (4.7), it
follows that the kernels of the translation planes have isomorphic prime
fields P1 and P2 .
Let g be an isomorphism from P1 onto P2 . Each of the planes of the
direct product admit a kernel homology group isomorphic to the multi-
plicative subgroup of the corresponding prime field which fixes a point 0i .
Let By (4.10), the net admits the group P1_P2 that fixes each parallel
class and fixes a given point (01 , 02). Hence, the components admit the
field mapping (h, hg) for all h in P*1 .
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Since P*i normalizes the corresponding translation groups of the trans-
lation planes, it follows that the indicated mappings normalizes the trans-
lation group of the net. In other words, the net is a vector space net over
the field [(h, hg) such that h is in P1].
Note that the above theorem is not stated is its more general form. That
is, we could phrase the above theorem more generally in terms of i-normal
translation nets with three Baer subplanes at least two of which are
normalizing.
Similarly, we could have several subnets which mutually share a point
but we shall state this only when the subnets are subplanes and without the
hypothesis on i-normal translation nets admitting normalizing subnets.
Theorem 4.21. Let M be an Abelian translation net that contains a set
[?i | i is \] of distinct planes ?i that mutually intersect in a point P and share
all of the parallel classes of M.
(1) Then there is a set of 11 correspondences [_j | j is in \] from the
set of parallel classes of ?io onto the set of parallel classes of ?j such that
relative to the appropriate subset, there is a subnet M[i, j] of M isomorphic
to A(?i _?j) for all i, {j of \.
(2) Either ?k is a subnet of M[i, j] or there is a subnet M[i, j, k]
isomorphic to A(?i _?j_?k).
(3) Consider any subset \* such that there is a subnet M\* isomorphic
to A(>\* ?i). Then either ?k is a subnet of M\* or there is a subnet M\* _ [k]
isomorphic to A(>\* _ [k] ?i).
(4) There exists a subset * of \ such that
Theorem 4.22 (i) there exists a subnet M* isomorphic to A(>* ?i) and
(ii) M* contains all subplanes ?i for i in \.
Proof. (1), (2), and (3) follow directly from the above results provided
it can be shown that the subplane and the net share exactly one point P.
Suppose P and Q are distinct points of ?k & A(>\* ?i). Consider the set of
joins [P: & Q; | :, ; are parallel classes of M] _ [P, Q]. All of these are
points of both the subplane and the net. Furthermore, if R is a point of ?k
other than P and Q, form RP & RQ=P$ & Q# for some $, # parallel
classes. Hence, ?k is contained in the net A(>\* ?i). This proves (3).
To prove (4), note that either A(>\ ?i) is isomorphic to a subnet M\ of
M or there exists a proper maximal subset * of \ isomorphic to A(>* ?i).
By (3), each subplane ?j for j in \ is contained in M* by maximality.
It might be mentioned that an improvement of a result of Drake [5]
(1977) can be mentioned using the previous results. Note that Drake also
considers the direct product of several nets.
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We recall the following result, although we incorporate the 11 corre-
spondence _ within this result.
Theorem 4.23 (Drake [5]). Let N be a finite net of degree 1+s and
order t and ? a finite affine plane of order s. Choose any 11 correspondence
_ between parallel classes and form the direct product net A(N__ ?). If s
does not divide t then A(N__ ?) is a net which does not admit a transversal.
If both N and ? are translation nets then we obtain:
Corollary 4.24. The direct product of a finite translation net of degree
1+s and order t by a finite translation plane of order s where s does not
divide t is a translation net which does not admit a transversal. Note that the
net need not be Abelian or elementary Abelian.
5. Regular Direct Products and Sums of Affine
Partial Linear Spaces
In this section, we consider the direct product and direct sum of a family
of isomorphic nets such that the correspondences between the nets are all
isomorphisms. Furthermore, we identify the nets and consider each corre-
spondence to be the identity map.
We shall call the regular direct product of nets isomorphic to N indexed
by \ and where the correspondences between the sets of parallel classes are
identified to be the identity maps the \-fold product of N. The direct sum
of the nets is called the \-fold sum of N. If the cardinality of \ is finite equal
to n then any direct product is a direct sum and we shall call the bet the
n-fold power of N. We shall denote the \-fold product (sum) of N by
A(>\ N)(A(\ N)) and the n-fold power by A(>n N).
Theorem 5.1. (1) Let A(>n N)=A be the \-fold power of the net N. If
N is a vector space net over a skew field K then A is a vector space net
over K.
(2) If A(>n N)=A is the n-fold power of a net of order qr as a
2r-dimensional vector space net over K$GF(q) and degree 1+k then A is
a 2rn-dimensional vector space net over K$GF(q).
Proof. We consider that associated to the skewfield K is a set of
endomorphisms of the vector space N which leaves each component
invariant. Hence, by (4.10), there is a skewfield of endomorphisms of A
which fixes each component of the translation net A. Hence, it follows that
A is a vector space net over K.
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Theorem 5.2. Let N be a vector space net of order qr over K$GF(q)
and degree 1+k. Then A(>n N) is a vector space net of order qrn over K
that admits a collineation group G isomorphic to GL(n, q) which fixes an
affine point P and which fixes the line at infinity A((>n N)) pointwise.
More generally, if N is a vector space net over a skewfield K then
A(>\ N) is a vector space net which admits a collineation group G
isomorphic to GL(n, K).
Furthermore, the group G fixes an affine point P and the line at infinity
of the n-fold power (>n N) pointwise.
Proof. Note that >n N becomes a K-space by the following definition.
Let g be a line of the n-fold power and : # K then g: is defined by
g:(i)= g(i) :. The action is identical to that of the diagonal field
isomorphic to K in >\ K.
We shall prove the statement in the more general form.
Points of N are K-vectors and an element of the n-fold power can be repre-
sented in the form ( p1 , p2 , ..., pn) where pi # N for all i=1, 2, ..., n. Let g #
GL(n, q) defined as a nonsingular nxn matrix [:ij] where :ij # K for all i, j.
We define a mapping ( p1 , p2 , ..., pn)  ( p1 , p2 , ..., pn)[:ij].
Clearly, this is a well-defined 11 and onto mapping as actually
GL(rn, K) acts in a natural way and we are simply considering :ij identical
to :ij Ir .
We similarly define the action on lines L1_L2_ } } } _Ln . When we con-
sider regular direct products (sums) then Li &L1 for all i=1, 2, ..., n. Hence,
the mapping takes L1_L2_ } } } _Ln onto  Li:1i_ Li:2i_ } } } _
 Li :ni . It remains to verify that the image line retains the parallelism
property. To see this, we let L1 be either of the form x=c1 or y=xM1+c1
where x, y are r-vectors over K and c1 is a fixed r&vector over K and M1
is a rxr matrix with entries in K. Since all lines Li are parallel to L1 , we
assume first that L1 has equation y=xM1+c1 so that Li is y=xM1+ci
for ci an r-vector over K for i=1, 2, ..., n.
Li ; for ; # K is considered pointwise. We further identify ; with ;I2 so
that, (x, y) ;=(x;, y;) so that if y=xM1+ci then ( y=xM1+ci)=
( y=xM1+ci;). Hence,  Li:ji=( y=xM1+ ci:ji) so that it follows
that each line of the image is also parallel to L1 and hence to each other
and the parallelism property holds. A similar argument is valid if L1 is of
the form x=c1 .
Furthermore, since the argument shows that images lines are parallel to
the original it follows that the group isomorphic to GL(n, K) fixes the set
at infinity pointwise.
If the skewfield K is not commutative then we need to write equations
of lines in the form y=xM1+c1 and use scalar multiplication ;x then
everything works just as in the commutative situation.
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Theorem 5.3. Let N be a vector space net over a skewfield K. Form
A(>\ N)=A. Then there is a collineation group G which fixes an affine
point P, fixes A(>\ N) pointwise and is defined as follows:
If p is a point of A and * is any finite subset of \ we define a mapping g
on points as follows: pg is the point such that pg(i)= p(i) for i not in * and
pg( j)=* pg(k) :jk for :jk # K.
And for lines L then Lg(i)=L(i) for i not in *.
Note that when \ is finite G coincides with GL(n, K). More generally, we
denote the group by GL(\, K).
Proof. The proof of (5.3) is almost identical to (5.2). If \ is finite we
may use *=\ for all finite subsets *.
Recall, that by Section 2, for each direct product net defined by a family
of affine partial linear spaces indexed by a set \, there is a subnet which is
a direct sum net indexed by a set \. If \ is not finite, the direct sum net is
not a direct sum of finitely many affine partial linear spaces. And, in par-
ticular, a direct sum subnet of a \-fold power is not a direct sum of finitely
many copies of the given net. However, the group defined in (5.3) stabilizes
the \-fold sum. Note that, in this terminology, a n-fold power is an n-fold
product is an n-fold sum for n finite but a \-fold sum is a proper subnet
of a \-fold power.
Theorem 5.4. Let N be a vector space net over a field K. Form the
\-fold product A(>\ N)=A and and the \-fold sum \ N=B. Then for a
given affine point P of B, the collineation group GL(\, K) of A which fixes
P also acts on B.
Proof. We maintain that the group G of (5.3) which fixes a point P of
B acts on the \-fold sum. Since the group elements act trivially on all but
finitely many components p(i), it follows that if \ is a point of the \-fold
sum and g # G of (4.3) then pg is also a point of the \-fold sum. Similarly,
the group leaves the set of lines of the \-fold sum invariant.
Certain results of Liebler [21] (Theorem (1.4)) and of Foulser [6] (also
see Johnson [17]) (Foulser’s covering theorem)) apply when there is a
n-fold power of a finite translation plane.
Theorem 5.5. Let ? be a translation plane of order qr with kernel
K$GF(q). Then any n-fold power A of ? admits a collineation group
isomorphic to GL(n, q) which acts transitively on the set of all subplanes of
A of order qr incident with a given point P.
Further, there are exactly (qn&1)(q&1) subplanes of order qr incident
with P.
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Proof. Let A be a n-fold power of ?. Then A is a vector space net which
arises from the translation plane ? to use the terminology in Liebler. Let
q= pr where p is a prime. The enveloping algebra E is the algebra of
GF( p)-linear transformations generated by the slope mappings of the com-
ponents of the net A considered as vector spaces over GF( p). It is clear that
any of the n subplanes of the direct product (sum) form E-irreducible sub-
spaces (see e.g. the proof of Liebler [21](1.3)(a)). Moreover, there are at
least n+1 subplanes incident with the zero vector (actually by considering
the group, it is trivial to verify that there are at least (qn&1)(q&1)).
Hence, all are E-isomorphic by the KrullSchmidt theorem. Since the space
is a direct sum of n-subplanes, it follows that E acts faithfully on any one
of these subplanes. Hence, Liebler’s theorem (1.4) applies to show that the
lattice of E-invariant subspaces is lattice isomorphic to the lattice of
subspaces of a n-dimensional vector space Vn over GF(q). (Note that
n=dimGF( p) AdimGF( p) ?.) Furthermore, by Liebler (1.3)(b), every sub-
plane of order qr is accounted for in this statement and the subplanes
correspond to the points (1-spaces) of the lattice of subspaces of Vr . Hence,
there are exactly (qn&1)(q&1) subplanes of order qr incident with the
zero vector.
We point out that Foulser [6] proved this result when n=2 using a
different argument and in a different context.
6. Subplane Covered Nets
We have defined a subplane covered net as a net N that admits a set B
of affine subplanes that share all parallel classes of Nsuch that for every
point P, the points on lines incident with P are covered by subplanes of B.
In [3], [14], [15], [18], the first author (also with F. De Clerck in the
finite case) has completely determined the subplane covered nets.
Definition 6.1 (Pseudo-Regulus Net). Let W be a left vector space
over a skewfield K (scalar multiplication $w for w in W and $ in K).
Form WWWW=V4 . Use the notation (x, y) for elements of V
where x=(x1 , x2), y=( y1 , y2). Let Z(K) denote the center of K and con-
sider the Z(K) subspaces (x=0)#[(0, 0, y1 , y2) | yi is in K for i=1, 2],
( y=0)#[(x1 , x20, 0) | xi is in K for i=1, 2], ( y=$x)#[(x1 , x2 ,
$x1 , $x2) | xi is in K for i=1, 2 and $ fixed in K].
Form a net by taking the points as elements of V, lines as translates of
x=0, y=0, y=$x, and parallel classes as (), ($) for $ in K with the
obvious interpretation.
A pseudo regulus net is any net which may be represented as above for
some left K-space V.
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A pseudo regulus net is a subplane covered net where the subplanes
incident with (0, 0, 0, 0) are ?a, b=[(:a, :b, ;a, ;b) | :, ; in K, a, b fixed in
K not both zero].
We note that the components y=$x are not always left K-subspaces
whereas the subplanes ?a, b are always left K-subspaces.
Conversely,
Theorem 6.2 (Johnson [14], [18], De Clerck, Johnson [3]). A net is
a subplane covered net if and only if the net is a pseudo-regulus net.
In this section, we show that every \-fold product of a Desarguesian
affine plane ? is a pseudo-regulus net.
We prove this in two ways. first we note that a net is subplane covered
if and only if the net is a \-fold sum of a Desarguesian affine plane. Then
we show that every *-fold product of a Desarguesian of a Desartguesian
plane is subplane covered by use of the collineation group. This says that
every such *-fold product may be realized as a \-fold sum for some set \
containing *. Moreover, by (6.2), it follows that any such #-fold product is
a pseudo regulus net. This viewpoint stresses the connections with the
groups and affine subplanes and furthermore notes the differences between
\-fold sums and *-fold products.
Also, since a subplane covered net is a pseudo regulus net and such a net
is defined in terms of coordinates, we provide a coordinate proof that a
\-fold product of a Desarguesian plane is a pseudo regulus net.
Remark 3. Let ? be a Desarguesian plane over a skewfield K. Then
there exists a group K*? which fixes each parallel class of ?, fixes the zero
vector and acts transitively on the nonzero points of lines incident with the
zero vector. The \-fold product A(>\ ?) admits a group >\ K which fixes
each parallel class and acts transitively on the nonzero points on lines
incident with the zero vector.
Proof. Let 0 denote the mapping \  \ P(?) such that 0(i)=0 for all
i in \. Let L be a line of the net incident with 0. Let p, p be points of L.
Define k in >\ K as follows: p(i), q(i) are points of L(i) and there exists
an element ki of K*? such that p(i) ki=q(i). Define k by k(i)=ki . Clearly,
k maps p to q and leaves each parallel class invariant.
Theorem 6.3. A net is subplane covered if and only if there exists a set
\ such that the net is isomorphic to a \-fold sum of a Desarguesian plane.
Proof. Note that the above argument shows that within a \-fold power
of a Desarguesian affine plane, there is a group which fixes the zero vector
which acts on the \-fold sum and acts transitively on the points not equal
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to the zero vector on lines of the \-fold sum incident with the zero
vector.
It then follows that any \-fold sum is subplane covered.
By the main result of Johnson [18], it follows that any subplane covered
net is a pseudo-regulus net (see also [14], [15]). Hence, the net is a vector
space net over the center Z(K) of the skewfield K coordinatizing the
Desarguesian affine plane. Since each line is a Z(K) space, it follows that
any point is a finite sum of vectors of a basis.
Hence, the points of the net belong to a direct sum of a set \ of
isomorphic subplanes of the net (see Johnson [18]). Since we can generate
a line thru the origin by finite sums, it follows that a line can be decom-
posed into a direct sum of segments of the base invididual subplanes. That
is, the net is a \-fold sum.
Now we show that a \-fold product of a Desarguesian plane or can be
realized as a *-fold sum for some set * containing \.
Theorem 6.4. (1) A \-fold product of a Desarguesian plane ? is a sub-
plane covered net.
(2) Given a \-fold product of a Desarguesian plane ?, there is a set *
containing \ such that the \-fold product is a *-fold sum.
(3) If \ is infinite then * properly contains \.
Proof. Consider the \-fold product as A(>\ ?i) where ?i is ? for all i
in \. By (5.4), we have a group which acts transitively on the nonzero
points of lines incident with the zero vector. Hence, it follows that the net
is subplane covered. By (6.3), the net is isomorphic to a *-fold sum of sub-
planes isomorphic to ?. The sublanes ?i of the original \-fold product are
all K-subspaces and are linearly independent in the sense that no subplane
can be written as a linear combination of the remaining subplanes of
A(>\ ?i). Hence, we may assume that * contains \.
If \ is infinte then * properly contains \ as there are subplanes of
A(>\ ?i) which are isomorphic to ? and which are not finite linear com-
binations of subplanes of \. For examples, let \* be any finite subset of \.
Define ?\*=[points p of A(>\ ?i) such that p(i)= p( j) for all i, j in
\&\*, and p(k)=0(i)=0 for k on \*. This proves (6.4).
Then, by (6.2), we obtain
Corollary 6.5. Any \-fold product of a Desarguesian plane is a pseudo
regulus net.
Now we provide an alternative proof of (6.4) from the coordinate view.
The advantage of looking at the net in this way is that it focuses more on
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the ultimate representation of the net as opposed to considering the cover-
ing structure of the subplanes.
Let ? be a Desarguesian affine plane coordinatized by a skewfield K.
Represent ?i (?) for i in \ as a left 2-dimensional K-space Wi . Let the com-
ponents be denoted by xi=0i , y=$ixi where ($i), (i)=() i denotes the
set of parallel classes. Note that under our notation, we allow that
($i)=($) i where $ is in K.
Now consider a \-fold product of [?i for i in \], A(>\ ?i). First we
want to realize the \-fold product as a *-fold sum.
We recall that A(>\ ?i) is a K-vector space since ?i is a K-space.
Moreover, by (6.4), there is a group >\ K that acts transitively on the non-
zero points on lines of A(>\ ?i) incident with 0.
Thus, there exists a set # of subplanes each isomorphic to ? incident with
0 which are K-subspaces such that A(>\ ?i) as a K-vector space is a vector
sum of the set of these subplanes within #. Within # there is a set * of sub-
planes containing \ such that A(>\ ?i) is a vector direct sum * ?i . This
vector direct sum is isomorphic to A(* ?i).
Hence, we may consider a coordinate proof of (6.4) for *-fold sums
A(* ?i) of a Desarguesian affine plane ?=?i . The main point of this
reduct to *-fold sums is to be able to utilize the proof of (4.11).
We coordinatize the *-fold sum as in Section 3. The translation groups
Gi for the planes ?i give rise to the translation group G=i Gi for
A(* ?i). We have noted that the kernel homology groups K*i , give rise to
a kernel group isomorphic to K* called the diagonal field group. A(*i) is
a K-vector space under the action of this group.
The group Gi acting on ?i may be represented in the form:
( (xi , yi)  (xi+i ai , yi+i bi) for all ai , bi in Ki=K) .
Taking points (x, y) of the direct sum where x(i)=xi , y(i)=yi , we have
the representation of the translation group G as ( (x, y)  (x+a, y+b)
where a(i)=ai and b(i)=bi for all i in *).
Note that a(i)=0(i)=0i=0 for all i in *. Considering the *-fold sum as
a K-space means that we can consider all ai elements within K (note that
in this context, K is a function from *  * Ki).
Choose a particular point (x, y). Then there exists a positive integer
n(x, y) such that x(i) is not 0(i) for at most i=1, 2, ..., n(x, y) (we identify
the at most n(x, y) elements of * with the positive integers from 1 to
n(x, y)).
Hence, we may represent this point in the form (x1 , y1 , x2 , y2 , ...,
xn(x, y) , yn(x, y)).
Under * Gi the action on such points is (x1 , y1 , x2 , y2 , ..., xn(x, y) ,
yn(x, y))  (x1+1 a1 , y1+1 b1 , x2+2 a2 , y2+2 b2 , ..., xn(x, y)+n(x, y) an(x, y) ,
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yn(x, y)+n(x, y) bn(x, y)). Now for any such point represented as above, we
consider the mapping 1 which simply adds the finitely many x$i s and y$i s
where we identify the additions:  (n(x, y) xi , n(x, y) yi).
The elements of the group G take the form
\ :n(x, y) xi , :n(x, y) yi+ \ :n(x, y) xi+ :n(x, y) ai , :n(x, y) yi+ :n(x, y) bi+ .
The components of ?i have the form x=0i , y=$ixi where $i in K. Recall
that working back from the proof of (4.11), we have parallel classes ($) for
$ in K. The parallel classes ($i) of ?i are defined by ($) i=($)(i).
In A(* ?i), a given point (x, y) on a line incident with the zero vector
within ($) has the form x1 , $1 x1 , x2 , $2x2 , ..., xn(x, y) , $n(x, y)xn(x, y)) which
maps onto (n(x, y) xi , n(x, y) $i xi) which is, in terms of the coordinates for
the net equal to is (n(x, y) xi), $(n(x, y) xi)) which satisfies the general
equation y=$x. (See the proof to (4.11).)
In other words, each point (x, y) on the line incident with (0, 0) and in
($) has the general form
(x, $x) so that the equation for the line is y=$x. Furthermore, it follows
that the lines of the *-fold sum are translates of the components x=0,
y=$x. Note that we have represented the net in the form
WWWW where W=* Wi where ?i=Wi Wi for all i in *.
Hence, the \-fold product is a pseudo regulus net. This gives a coordinate
proof of (6.4).
7. Translation Planes That Contain Direct Product Nets
We first note some examples. Let ?1 , ?2 , ..., ?n be any set of finite affine
planes of order qn and let [_j] denote a set of 11 and onto corresponden-
ces from the set of parallel classes of ?1 onto the set of parallel classes
of ?j .
Form the direct product > ?i relative to the set [_j]. If any two sub-
planes ?io and ?jo are not isomorphic and all subplanes are translation
planes then there are exactly n subplanes incident with a given point. To
see this, we note that if there is an additional subplane then we may follow
the argument of (4.20) to verify that the direct product is a n-fold power
of one of the planes and each plane is isomorphic to ?1 .
Hence, it is easy to construct translation nets of order qnr and degree
1+q which contain exactly n subplanes on any given point.
Furthermore, even if all of the translation planes ?i , i=1, 2, ..., n are
isomorphic there could be exactly n planes incident with a given point. For
example, if n=2 and the 11 correspondence _ between parallel classes is
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not an isomorphism then the direct product ?1__ ?2 is a translation net
which contains exactly two subplanes per point.
For example, if ?1=?2 and _ is any 11 and onto mapping of the spread
set, we may produce a translation net with components x=0,
y=x[ M0
0
f (M)]. In particular, when ?1 is Desarguesian then there are three
Baer subplanes per point exactly when f induces an automorphism on the
associated field coordinatizing ?1 .
Hence, there are a vast number of nonisomorphic nets which contain
two subplanes per point.
We have seen that if a translation net of order q2 and degree 1+q con-
tains at least three affine planes of order q per point then all planes are
isomorphic translation planes with kernel K and there are exactly 1+|K|
subplanes per point.
Furthermore, we may construct translation nets of order qrn and degree
1+qr which admit exactly (qn&1)(q&1) subplanes of order qr per point.
Suppose we have a translation net of order qn and degree 1+q which
can be written as a direct sum of n subplanes of order q incident with the
zero vector. Suppose there is an n+1st subplane of order q incident with
the zero vector. Then, an argument similar to (4.20) shows that all sub-
planes are isomorphic and we have a n-fold power of any one of them. (It
is also possible to see this using the techniques of enveloping algebras (see
Liebler [21]).)
The main question in this section is whether there are translation planes
which contain nets of the type under consideration.
We first consider a general situation involving Andre translation planes
and then provide some examples.
Let K be a field isomorphic to GF(q) and let F be an extension field of
K isomorphic to GF(qm). Coordinatize a Desarguesian affine plane by F
and denote points by ordered pairs (x, y) of elements of F and lines by the
equations y=xm+b, x=c for m, b, c in F. Let the automorphism which
fixes K pointwise be denoted by x  xq.
Define an Andre net R: with component set [ y=xm | m(q
m&1)(q&1)=:
where : is an element of K]. An Andre replacement net R:**(m) is defined
as the net with component set [ y=xq*(m)m | y=xm is in R: where
*(m)=*(n) is a nonnegative integer for all y=xm, y=xn in R:].
The Andre planes with kernel containing K are obtained using the
spread: [x=0, y=0] K* R:**(m) . Note that, for each Andre net, a choice
of exponent depends only one the components of the net. In order to
obtain an Andre coordinate system, one chooses *(1)=0.
For additional details and information regarding Andre planes, the
reader is referred to [30].
We first note the following theorem regarding Andre planes and their
subplanes.
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Theorem 7.1. Let ? be an Andre plane of order qket with kernel contain-
ing GF(q); the components are y=x*(m)m, x=0, for all m in GF(qket) and
*(m)=*(n) if and only if m(qket&1)q&1)=nqket&1)(q&1).
Then, if ke | *(m) for all m # GF(qet) with some *(m)=ke, there is an
Andre subplane ?1 of order qet with kernel GF(qet) & GF(qke) obtained by
restricting x, y and m to GF(qet).
If the Andre subplane is considered as constructed from a Desarguesian
affine plane of order qet by the replacement of Andre nets [ y=xm | m #
GF(qet)] of cardinality (qet&1)((qe&1) where m(qet&1)(qe&1)=: in GF(qe),
this may be considered the subnet restricted to GF(qet) of a replacement
within the Desarguesian affine plane of order qket of the Andre nets
[ y=xm | m # GF(qket)] where m(qket&1)(q&1)=:k in GF(q).
Proof. Basically, we only need to check that whenever m(qet&1)(q&1)=:
in GF(qe) for m in GF(qet) then m(qket&1)(q&1)=:k which is obviously in
GF(q).
Note that m(qket&1)(q&1)=m(qet&1)(qe&1)(qket&1)(qe&1)=:(qket&1)(qe&1)=
:1+qe+q2e+ } } } +q(k&1)e=:k.
Theorem 7.2. Let ? be an Andre translation plane of order qkr with com-
ponents x=0, y=xq*(m)m for all m # GF(qkr) such that the restriction of to
GL(qr) produces an Andre plane ?1 with kernel GF(qe).
Let N denote the net of degree 1+qr which contains ?1 as a subplane of
order qr. Let [1, t, t2, ..., tr&1] be a GF(q) basis for GF(qr) and
[1, s, s2, ..., sk&1] a basis for GF(qkr) over GF(qr) so that
[1, t, t2 , ..., tr&1, s, st, st2, ..., str&1, ..., sk&1, sk&1t, ..., sk&1tr&1]
is a basis for GF(qkr) over GF(q). Form the Desarguesian affine plane coor-
dinatized by GF(qkr) by taking the direct product of bases
[[1, s, s2, ..., sk&1], [t, st, s2t, s3t, ..., sk&1t], [tr&1, str&1, s2tr&1, ..., sk&1tr&1]].
(1) If s1&qe # GF(qr) then there are k subplanes of order qr incident
with the zero vector. These are: ?i=( ([1, t, t2, ..., tr&1] si, [1, t, t2, ...,
tr&1] si)) for i=1, 2, ..., k.
In terms of the basis, ? has the representation:
[(x11 , x12 , ..., x1r , x21 , ..., x2r , ..., xk1 , ..., xkr , y11 , y12 , ..., ykr)]
for all xij , yij # F(q) for i=1, 2, ..., k, j=1, 2, ..., r.
Then
?1=[x11 , 0, 0, ..., 0, x21 , 0, 0, 0, ..., xk1 , 0, 0, 0, y11 ,
0, 0, 0, y21 , 0, 0, ..., yk1 , 0, 0, 0)]
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for all xj1 , yj1 # F(q) for j=1, 2, ..., k. Similarly, ?i has nonzero entries only
in the ith relative positions.
(2) There are (qe&1)(q&1) subplanes incident with the zero vector
provided z1&qe # GF(qr) but zk is not in GF(qr) for some z # GF(qket).
Proof. In the Desarguesian affine plane from which ? is constructed,
the mapping {s(x, y)  (xs, ys) is a collineation which fixes each parallel
class of the Desarguesian affine plane. Hence, this mapping induces a
collineation on ? but may not leave the net N invariant. Note that {si
clearly maps ?1 into ?i . Hence, there are k+1 subplanes incident with the
zero vector provided {s leaves the net N invariant.
A component y=xq*(m)m will map to y=xq*(m)s1&q*(m)m so that the net N
will be invariant provided s1&q*(m)=GF(qr) for all m=GF(qr). This proves (1).
To prove (2), we recall that in a k-fold power of an affine translation
plane \1 with kernel GF(qe), the (qke&1)(qe&1) subplanes incident with
the zero vector have the form
[(P:1 , P:2 , ..., P:k) | P a point of \1]
for a fixed set of :i # F(qe) not all zero, i=1, 2, ..., k.
Consider the mapping {z : (x, y)  (xz, yz) for z # GF(qket). If this ele-
ment leaves the net invariant and has order modulo the kernel larger than
k then there are at least k+1 subplanes. Hence, we have the proof to (2).
First we shall give some examples of Andre planes that satisfy the condi-
tion in part (1). Then we ask whether any of these examples also satisfy the
condition of part (2).
Theorem 7.3. Let ? be an Andre plane of order qket and kernel con-
taining GF(q) with components y=xq*(m), x=0 for m # GF(qket) such that the
restriction to GF(qet) produces an Andre subplane with kernel GF(qe).
Assume k is a prime dividing q&1 and let % be a non kth power in GF(qet).
(1) Then there exists a basis [1, s, s2 , ..., sk&1] for GF (q2et) over
GF(qet) such that sk # GF(qet).
(2) There exist a set of k subplanes of order qet with kernel GF(qe)
such that the space is a direct sum of these k subplanes.
Proof. Consider the polynomial xk&%.
Note that k|(qket&1)(q&1)=1+qet+q2et+ } } } +q(k&1)et which is
equal to (qet&1)+(q2et&1)+ } } } +(q(k&1)et&1)+k.
Hence, % is a k th power in GF(qket) but not GF(qet). Thus, any
irreducible factor of xk&% generates a subfield of GF(qket) containing
GF(qet) which is impossible since k is a prime.
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Thus, there is a root s of xk&% such that sk=% so that s1&q*(m) must be
in GF(qet) for all m in GF(qet) (in fact for all m in GF(qket)).
This proves (1) and (2) then follows from (7.2).
Note that the following result does not require that k is a prime as
in (7.3).
Theorem 7.4. Let ? be an Andre plane of order qket and kernel con-
taining GF(q) with components y=xq*(m)m, x=0 that contains an Andre
subplane ?1 of order qet and kernel GF(qe). Assume that k is an integer and
(k, t)=1 where t>1. Also assume that ke | *(m) for all m # GF(qet) and some
*(m)=ke.
Then the net of degree 1+qet and order qket that contains the subplane ?1
contains exactly (qke&1)(qe&1) subplanes of order qet incident with the
zero vector.
Proof. We first note that the kernel of the subplane ?1 is the intersec-
tion of GF(qet) with GF(qke) which is GF(qe) since (k, t)=1.
We need only show that there exists an element z such that the mapping
(x, y)  (xz, yz) leaves the net N invariant. Let w be a primitive element
in GF(qket) and define z=w(qket&1)(qke&1). We first note that z(1&qke)=1.
Also, zk is in GF(qet) if and only if (qket&1) k(qet&1)(qke&1)#
0 mod(qket&1) if and only if (qke&1) | k(qet&1).
However, (qke&1, qet&1)=q(ke, et)&1=qe(k, t)&1=qe&1. Hence,
(qke&1, k(qet&1))=k(qe&1). That is, (qke&1) | k(qe&1), a contradiction.
Hence, we have a collineation of the net which maps ?1 onto >k sub-
planes of order qet incident with the zero vector. This gives the proof
to (7.4).
Example 7.5 (Baer Chains). A chain of subplane ?0?1?2 } } } ?n
such that each ?i+1 is a Baer subplane of ?i , i=0, 1, ..., n&1 is called a
Baer chain of length n from ?.
We shall note that by the above construction it is possible to construct
Baer chains of essentially any length so that each subplane is non-
Desarguesian.
Let the order of ?n=qt so the order of ?n&1 is q2t, ..., and the order of
?o is q2
n+1t. If t is odd >1, we may use (7.1) to construct an Andre plane
?0 of order q2 } 2
dt and kernel GF(q) which contains an Andre subplane ?1
of order q2dt and kernel GF(q2dt) & GF(q2d+1)=GF(q2d) (with k=2, e=2d,
t odd>1).
We then can apply (7.4) to show that there are exactly (q2d+1&1)
(q2d&1)=1+q2d Baer subplanes of ?0 incident with the zero vector.
We then can repeat the construction for each of these Baer subplanes,
say ?1 , to construct an Andre subplane ?2 of order q2
d&1t and kernel
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GF(q2d&1) and then show that in ?1 there are exactly 1+q2
d&1
Baer sub-
planes incident with the zero vector.
Thus, there are a total of exactly (1+q2d)(1+q2d&1) subplanes of order
q2d&1t incident with the zero vector in ?0 .
Of course, we see that we could have considered ?2 initially from ?0
using (7.4) as follows: The order is q2d+1t=q4 } 2d&1t and (taking k=4,
e=2d&1), there is an Andre ’ subplane ?2 of order q2
d&1t with kernel
GF(q4 } 2d&1) & GF(q2d&1t)=GF(q2d&1).
Then there are (q4 } 2d&1t&1)(q2d&1&1)=1+q2d&1+q2 } 2d&1+q3 } 2d&1
which is (1+q2d)(1+q2d&1) as noted.
Notice that the construction initially starts with ke | *(m) and constructs
a subplane with kernel GF(qe). Starting with ?0 of order q2
n+1t and kernel
containing GF(q), we require 2n+1 | *(m) for all m # GF(q2nt) which
produces an Andre plane of order q2nt and kernel GF(qn).
The construction of ?2 from ?1 requires that 2n|*(m) for all
m # GF(q2n&1t)GF(q2nt) so this is automatically satisfied and produces a
subplane ?2 of order q2
n&1t and kernel GF(q2n&1).
Hence, we obtain a chain of nonDesarguesian Andre translation planes
?n+1&i of order q2
it and kernel GF(q2i) such that each is a Baer subplane
plane of ?n&i for i=1, 2, ..., n (with the exception that ?0 is not required to
have kernel GF(q2n)).
Clearly, there are a vast number of other examples of translation planes
containing nets which are n-fold powers and many examples of translation
planes containing nets which are direct products of n translation subplanes
but which are not n-fold powers.
Finally, we might mention that the groups acting on the nets involved
inherit groups from the subplanes
Theorem 7.6. Let A be an affine partial linear space and let G denote
the full collineation group of A. Then G acts as a collineation group of any
\-fold power of A.
Proof. Form > A. For g # G, define the mapping g+ on points (lines)
of the \-fold power as follows: xg+ is such that xg+(i)=x(i) g for all i # \.
Corollary 7.7. Let F be a n-fold power of an Andre translation plane
of order qr and kernel GF(q). Then there exists two symmetric cyclic homol-
ogy groups of order (qr&1)(q&1) which act on F (the axis of one group
is the coaxis of the other).
Proof. See Ostrom [29] or JohnsonPomareda [19] to see that the
Andre planes admit such homology groups then use (6.1).
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8. Maximal Partial Spreads in PG(2n&1, q)
Theorem 8.1. Let N be a 2-fold power of a translation plane ?1 of order
or and kernel GF(q). Assume that there exists a translation plane ?0 of order
q2r which contains the net N as a subnet. Form the partial spread P consisting
of the 1+q Baer subplanes of N incident with the zero vector and the com-
ponents of ?0&N. The cardinality of P is then q2r&qr+1+q.
(1) Then the net defined by P cannot be extended to an affine plane.
(2) In particular, for every subfield GF( pt) of GF(q) where q= pn and
t | n, there is a proper maximal partial spread of PG(4rt&1, pt).
Proof. Note that every subspace over GF( p)L with 2rn points must lie
across the net N. If P can be extended to an affine plane then by Hachen-
bergerJungnickel [10] (6.5) (also see Jungnickel [20]), the affine plane
must be a translation plane since the net P has what is called ‘‘small
deficiency.’’ If P can be extended to a translation plane then any subspace
L over GF( p) with 2rn points must lie within the net N. Furthermore, an
extended plane 7 and ?0 must contain a common set of q2r&qr com-
ponents and by Ostrom [25], 7 and ?0 are derivates of each other.
However, this implies that the Baer subplanes of the net N in question are
Desarguesian which is contrary to our assumptions.
It is difficult to determine if the net P actually is maximal in any projec-
tive space. It is maximal if we could guarantee that any subspace over some
subfield GF( pt) not in P must intersect each component of N in a subspace
with cardinality p2nr for this would imply that such a subspace is a Baer
subplane incident with the zero vector which cannot occur.
Theorem 8.2. (1) If the net P constructed in (8.1) is not maximal in
PG(4r, q) then there are q+1 partial spreads containing P in PG(4r, q) of
degree=q2r&qr+1+q+q(q&1) whose nets cannot be extended to an
affine plane.
(2) When r=2, there is a maximal partial spread in PG(8, q) which
remains a partial spread in any projective space over a subfield of GF(q) of
degree q4&q2+1+q whenever a translation plane of the type indicated
exists.
Proof. Let L be a GF(q)-subspace which lies in the net N in question
and is disjoint from P.
Recall that the net N admits a collineation group GL(2, q) which fixes all
infinite points and such that there is a group of order q(q&1) which fixes
one of the subplanes ?1 pointwise. By Johnson [16], no element of this
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group can fix any points outside of ?1 . (Note that this group may not act
as a collineation group of the translation plane which contains N.)
Hence, any subgroup of order q maps L onto q disjoint images. Recall
that the group has the following acting on points ?1_?1 : :, ; : (P, Q) 
(P, P:+Q;) where ;{0 and :, ; # GF(q). Consider L & L{:, ;{(0, 0).
Then, (0, P:+Q;&Q) # L which implies that P:&Q;=Q which implies
that Q(1&;)=P: so that (P, Q) is a point of one of the 1+q subplanes
which make up part of the partial spread P. Thus, :=0 and ;=1 sos that
the mapping is the identity. If L{:, ; and L{/, $ has a nontrivial image so
does L and some L{$, # . Hence, there are at least q(q&1) mutually disjoint
images. Define P+=P & L(GL(2, q). Note that we can apply exactly q+1
mutually disjoint groups of order q(q&1) which fix one of the q+1 sub-
planes pointwise. Hence, we have the proof of (1).
Now let r=2. Any GF( p)-subspace L with p4n for q= pn points must
intersect some component M of the net in at least p2n points. Suppose this
intersection has>more than p2n points. Then there must be at least
>q(q&1)(q2&1) points on M other than the (1+q)(q2&1)+1 points on
M on the 1+q Baer subplanes. However, this is a contradiction since
q(q&1)(q2&1)+(1+q)(q2&1)+1=q4. Therefore, each component
intersection with L must define a spread on L. That is, L is a Baer subplane
of the net N which is a contradiction as we have seen. This proves (2).
We now apply these results to our constructions in Section 7.
Theorem 8.3. Let ? be an Andre plane of order q2et and kernel contain-
ing GF(q) which contains a sub-Andre plane ?1 of order qet with kernel
GF(q). Assume that (2, t)=1 and t>1.
Then there exists a proper maximal partial spread P in PG(4t&1), qe) of
degreeq2et&qet+1+qe consisting of the Baer subplanes incident with the
zero vector of the net N of degree 1+qet containing ?1 and the components
of the plane ?&N.
Proof. Use (7.4) and (8.2).
We noted in section that it is very easy to construct Andre planes of
order q2r that admit at least two Andre subplanes of order qr and kernel
GF(q) that share the same net of degree 1+qr and it is somewhat more
difficult to construct nets which have 1+q subplanes per point. For
example, for planes of order q4 and kernel GF(q), we can construct Andre
planes which admit two Baer subplanes with kernel GF(q) per point on
the same net of degree 1+q2 but there are never three subplanes per
point.
The same argument as above will show that in the two-subplane situa-
tion there is also an implied proper maximal partial spread. However, in
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either case, the cardinality of the maximal partial spread is difficult to
determine. Previously, the largest known maximal partial spread in
PG(4r&1, q) was of cardinality q4r&q2r.
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